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Summary
Pressure signatures generated by two sonic-boom wind-tunnel models are presented,
analyzed, and discussed. The two wind-tunnel models differed in length and span by a factor of
about fourteen, but were similar in wing-body planform shape. The geometry of the larger model
had been low-boom tailored to generate a “flattop” ground pressure signature, and the nacellesoff pressure signatures from this model at Mach 2 became more “flattop” in shape as the modelprobe separation distances increased from 0.94 to 4.4 span lengths. The geometry of the smaller
model had not been low-boom tailored, yet its measured pressure signatures had non-N-wave
shapes at Mach 2 that persisted as model-probe separation distances increased from 26.0 to 104.2
span lengths. Since the overall planforms of the two wind-tunnel models were so similar, it was
concluded that the shape-persistence trends in the pressure signatures of the smaller model would
also be present at very large distances in the pressure signatures of the larger model whose
geometry had been specifically tailored for low sonic-boom.

Introduction
The practical capabilities of the Whitham Theory, reference 1, the Walkden extension of
Whitham Theory to a lifting wing-body, reference 2, and the Seebass and George low-boom
minimization theory, reference 3, have been questioned and disputed since the introduction of
Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods to sonic boom analysis. One question concerned the
prediction capabilities of the first-order Whitham-Walkden propagation theory. A number of
studies (references 4 to 8 are typical) demonstrated the capabilities of Whitham-Walkden theory
for predicting the pressure signatures of small wind-tunnel models and high-speed aircraft. Since
1952, the research tools which applied the basic theory, references 9 to 20, were upgraded to
improve applicability and prediction accuracy. From a practical application viewpoint, this
question could be considered resolved.
A second question concerned the design of wing/fuselage/fin/nacelles concepts with Seebass
and George minimization theory; concepts that met both shaped pressure signature and mission
range requirements. Results of several NASA Langley studies, references 21 to 26, showed that,
with modifications to existing engine-nacelle integration techniques, low-boom minimization
methods could be used to successfully design supersonic-cruise conceptual aircraft that had lowboom characteristics. The concepts in these studies ranged in size from 10-passenger business
jets to 300-passenger civil transports. So, this question could also be considered resolved.
A third question concerned the persistence of low-boom pressure signature shapes as they
passed through the atmosphere from cruise altitude to the ground. Whitham theory could not
accurately predict overpressures along the full length of the pressure signatures generated by
lifting wing/body models when these signatures were measured in the near-field of the wind
tunnel test section, i.e. model-survey probe distances less than one and possibly as far as ten
span lengths. So, Whitham theory could not be used to extrapolate wind-tunnel-measured
pressure signatures from near-cruise altitude to the ground. Thus, the certainty that the model’s
low-boom tailoring had satisfactorily met the desired ground-level sonic boom requirements
could not be completely verified from wind-tunnel data with that theory.

New pressure signature prediction methods, references 27 and 28, were developed from twodimensional, first-order, cylindrical propagation to extrapolate very-near-field wind-tunnelmeasured signatures to the ground. However, these were cylindrical propagation methods, as was
Whitham-Walkden theory, so a physical mismatch existed between the three-dimensional
character of the measured or CFD-predicted pressure signature flow field, and the theoretical
two-dimensional propagation field. Therefore, pressure signature predictions obtained with this
methodology could be very inaccurate, and might not completely reflect the merits of low-boom
geometry and lift tailoring. Thus, the question of whether these measured pressure signatures
would have the desired low-boom shape when they reached the ground remained unanswered.
A preliminary answer to this question of signature shape persistence from cruise altitude to
the height of the ground boundary layer was obtained from a 1962 NASA Technical Note,
reference 29, and a 1990 NASA Sonic Boom Workshop paper, reference 23. These two reports
described, analyzed, and discussed sonic-boom wind-tunnel models, and their measured pressure
signatures. Two of the models and their pressure signatures (one model and set of signatures
from each referenced report) were selected for analysis and comparisons. Results of this analysis
and these comparisons were the basis for judging pressure signature shape persistence. In this
paper, these analyses and comparisons of the two selected wind-tunnel models and their
measured pressure signatures are presented and discussed.

Nomenclature
b

wing span, ft or in

CL

lift coefficient

h

cruise altitude, ft; or separation distance, in

I

impulse: maximum value of the integral of ∆p/p along the pressure signature

IEXP

impulse calculated from measured pressure signature data (see equation (1))

ITHEORY theoretical impulse (see equations (2) and (3))
l

overall or effective length, ft or in

L

model or non-dimensioning length, ft or in

M

Mach number

p

free-stream static pressure, psf

∆p

incremental free-stream overpressure, psf

S

wing area, ft2

x

distance in the longitudinal direction, in

∆x

incremental distance in the longitudinal direction, in
2

Y

wind-tunnel separation distance for Model C data, in

β

Mach number parameter equal to (M 2 − 1)1/2

γ

ratio of specific heats equal to 1.4 for air
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Low-Boom Methods, Concepts, and Models
Early Sonic-Boom Analysis Methods
Sonic-boom overpressures generated by supersonic-cruise concepts designed during the late
twentieth century were estimated with the analysis methods developed between the 1960’s when
sonic-boom research began in earnest, and the 1980’s during the Supersonic-Cruise Air
Transport (SCAT) program. These methods were based on equivalent areas, computed from the
sum of the volume and lift contributions, to compute an aircraft F-function. Sonic-boom codes
used this summed F-function to predict the aircraft’s ground pressure signatures. Sources of the
volume contributions were the fuselage, the wing, the fin, the canard, and the four engine
nacelles. Lift contributions came from the wing, the canard and/or horizontal tail (if they were
generating lift at cruise), and the nacelle-wing interference. At that time, all of the aircraft’s
components were assumed to have equivalent areas that were smooth and continuous. Curved
wing leading edges, carefully blended wing-fuselage junctions, and the subsonic leading edges
on the wing, canard, and fin(s) were features that readily met the smooth and continuous areagrowth criteria. Small nacelle inlet lip angles and negligible interference-lift contributions were
also features thought to meet the smoothness criteria.
Sonic-Boom Minimization
The Seebass and George sonic-boom minimization method, reference 3, and its modification
by Darden, reference 18, provided practical tools for adding low-boom features to a concept’s
configuration during the initial stages of preliminary design. A 1990’s theory-validation test of
these early, and later updated, low-boom analyses and boom minimization methods was made by
designing two low-boom aircraft concepts, reference 23. Each concept had a different design
Mach number, and generated a different low-boom pressure signature shape. One of these lowboom concepts is discussed in this report, the one that generated a “flat top” ground pressure
signature at a Mach number of 2.0. In the following sections, this Mach 2 low-boom concept and
model are described, the pressure signature data produced from the model are analyzed, and the
significant characteristics of these pressure signatures are interpreted.
Mach 2 Concept and Model
The Mach 2 concept was designed with the low-boom method of reference 3. Its wing
planform, derived from a configuration described in reference 22, had a sharply-rounded apex
that blended into a long, highly-swept strake. Behind the strake, wing leading edges had sweep
angles that changed smoothly from root to tip. Wing dihedral was added to keep the effective
and the total lifting length about the same at cruise angle of attack. The center-line camber of the
fuselage was contoured to blend into and out of the camber line of the wing root chord to
promote smooth wing-fuselage integration.
This Mach 2 concept differed from previous low-boom research concepts in three ways. First,
the wing was given a mild camber and twist distribution. Second, it had four engine nacelles
hung on short struts under the wing, and third, it had a vertical fin on the aft fuselage. Each of the
engine nacelles on the Mach 2 concept was simulated by a ducted body of revolution. A three
view schematic of the Mach 2 theory-validation concept is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Three view of the Mach 2 theory-validation concept. Lengths are in feet.

Dimensions and low-boom design data for the Mach 2 concept are listed in Appendix A.
A wind-tunnel model of the Mach 2 concept was built. At 1:600 scale, it was 12 inches long,
and supported by an integral sting/balance that extended from the aft fuselage. All four nacelles,
made from stainless-steel tubing, had constant-area ducts and sharp inlet lips.
Mach 2 Model Pressure Signhatures
Pressure signatures generated by the Mach 2 model, with nacelles on and nacelles off, were
measured at separations distances of 6, 12, and 28 inches. A measured pressure signature from
the Mach 2 model with nacelles on at a cruise CL = 0.068 is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mach 2 model pressure signature. Sharp-lip metal nacelles, M = 2, h = 6 inches, CL = 0.068.
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Nose, tail, and intermediate shocks appeared over finite distances instead of being abrupt due
to model vibration, finite orifice size, probe boundary layer, and wind-tunnel turbulence. These
effects were identified, analyzed, and discussed in reference 4.
The unexpected pressure rise between the nose shock and the expansion to the tail shock
seemed to be due to the nacelles. This idea was tested by measuring another pressure signature at
the same distance with the nacelles off. This second signature is seen in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Mach 2 model pressure signature. Nacelles off, M = 2, h = 6 inches, CL = 0.068.

Several small shocks are seen aft of the nose shock and ahead of the expansion preceding the
tail shock, but the large shock has disappeared. So, the pressure signatures in figures 2 and 3
demonstrated that low-boom characteristics of a vehicle could be severely compromised if it had
under-the-wing nacelles. Alternative low-boom locations for the nacelles are described in
references 20, 24, and 25, along with methods useful for predicting these locations.
Attenuation effects on the nacelles-off Mach 2 model pressure signature were studied on a
signature measured at a distance of 12 inches. This signature is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Mach 2 model pressure signature. Nacelles off, M = 2, h = 12 inches, CL = 0.068.

The pressure disturbances behind the nose shock and ahead of the expansion to the tail shock,
have noticeably decreased in strength as expected. However, they have not moved forward as the
separation distance increased. They lost more strength through attenuation than did the nose
shock, and the mean overpressure level had decreased from the level observed on the pressure
signature shown in figure 3. So, the positive overpressure points in figures 2 to 4, ignoring for a
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moment the prominent nacelle shock in figure 2, showed a trend toward becoming more “flat
top” with increased separation distance.
The nacelles-off pressure signature features and trends, noted in figure 3 and 4, were also
observed on a pressure signatures measured at a separation distance of about 28 inches. Figure 5
shows this nacelles-off pressure signature generated at a CL = 0.072, which though about 5.9
percent higher, was closest to the design CL value.
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Figure 5. Mach 2 model pressure signature1. Nacelles off, M = 2, h = 28 inches, CL = 0.072.

In figure 5, the measured pressure signature was rapidly acquiring a “flat-top” shape at a
model/probe separation distance of 28 inches, i.e. a separation distance to span ratio, h/b, of
4.375. This was occurring even though the model was at CL = 0.072 which was almost 6 percent
higher than the design value. Ignoring the nose shocks in the last three figures, and the nacelle
shock observed in figure 2, the incremental disturbances along the top of the pressure signatures
in figures 2 to 5 showed a continuous and rapid decrease in strength. At the same time, there was
no indication of them moving forward toward coalescence with the nose shock as the separation
distance increased, which strongly suggested that they would continue to be discrete and unique
as they lost strength with increasing distance. At a large, but not a far-field, distance, these
disturbances would disappear and the pressure signature would be completely “flat-top” in
shape. This was the desired signature shape obtained from the low-boom minimization code for a
vehicle with a Mach 2 concept’s and wind-tunnel model’s low-boom geometry.
A vehicle cruising at an altitude of 60,000 feet with a wing span of 150 feet would be 400
span lengths above the ground. Obviously, pressure signatures at a height of 400 span lengths
could not be measured in a wind tunnel with the Mach 2 model. However, there were measured
pressure signatures obtained at h/b ratios that more closely approached cruise-field/far-field
conditions. These pressure signatures, and the model that generated them, are presented,
analyzed, and discussed in the next section.

1

Data courtesy of Joel Mendoza and Raymond Hicks of the NASA Ames Research Center.
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Model C
Three models were used in the wind-tunnel study to determine the influence of wing position
on sonic-boom flow-field disturbances, reference 29. The model of interest, Model C, was the
third of the three delta-wing/body wind-tunnel model group used in the study. Plan and side
views of this model are shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Planform and side view of wind-tunnel Model C.

The forebody was a parabolic body-of-revolution which blended into a “coke-bottled”
fuselage. A flat camber surface delta wing straddled the aft “coke-bottled” section of the body.
Dimensions of this wind-tunnel model are listed in Appendix B.
Model C was sized to measure pressure signatures at almost far-field distances in a 4- by 4foot wind tunnel test section. For comparison purposes, its geometry was scaled up to the Mach 2
model size. Results of this comparison are presented in figure 7.

Model C
Mach 2 model

Figure 7. Comparison of the Mach 2 and the Model C fuselage-wing planforms.
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The overlaid outlines, in figure 7, show that the two wing-fuselage planforms were
remarkably similar even though the methods used to design them were not. The Mach 2 concept
and its wind-tunnel model were designed with the low-boom methods of reference 3. It was an
all-wing configuration with a mild camber and twist in its low-thickness surfaces. The forward
section had a blunted apex that started the lift quickly but with a low lift gradient, and a highlyswept strake behind it to control the growth of that lift. Aft of the strake, the leading-edge sweep
gradually decreased so that the lift would grow more rapidly and reach its peak at the wing-tip
trailing edge.
Model C, on the other hand, was a simpler configuration having only a flat delta wing and a
fuselage. The fuselage forebody was the forward half of a parabolic body of revolution, while the
“wasp-waisted” aft body covered the flat-camber-surfaced delta wing. This forebody developed a
small amount of slender-body lift which reached its peak by the time the wing lift began to grow
and affect the flow field. The wing continued the lift growth from the forebody, and reached its
maximum at the wing tip trailing edge. Although designed neither for low boom, nor with lowboom methods, the Model C configuration generated pressure signatures that were very similar
in persistence characteristics, though not identical, to those of the low-boom Mach 2 model
which was about 14 times larger in length and span. This will be seen in the following sections.
Model C Pressure Signatures
Pressure signatures generated by Model C were measured at three lift conditions and three
separation distances. The lift on the model corresponded to lift coefficients of CL = 0.0, 0.10, and
0.20 while the model-probe separation distances corresponded to distance/span ratios, h/b, of
26.0, 52.1, and 104.2.
With CL = 0.0, only volume effects from the fuselage and the wing were present in the
pressure signatures. At CL = 0.10 (a lift coefficient typical of supersonic-cruise configurations at
beginning-cruise altitude and weight) the flow-field disturbances were generated by both
fuselage and wing volume and wing lift effects. At a CL = 0.20, the lift contribution was so much
larger than that of the volume, that it completely overshadowed the foreshortened fuselage and
wing volume effect. As a result, the pressure signature was an N-wave at all wind-tunnel test
section separation distances. Moreover, at a CL = 0.20, the model was much farther from the
design CL and the design lift/drag ratio of the Mach 2 concept and wind-tunnel model than at a
CL = 0.10. So, only the pressure signatures measured at the three wind-tunnel-study separation
distances and at CL = 0.0 and 0.10 are presented for comparison purposes. Of these pressure
signatures, only the signatures measured at CL = 0.10 are used in the theoretical comparisons.
These six Model C wind-tunnel pressure signatures are presented in figures 8 through 10.
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Figure 8. Model C pressure signatures at M = 2.01, h/b = 26.0, CL = 0.0 and 0.10.
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Figure 9. Model C pressure signatures at M = 2.01, h/b = 52.1, CL = 0.0 and 0.10.
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Figure 10. Model C pressure signature at M = 2.01, h/b = 104.2, CL = 0.0 and 0.10.

The pressure signatures in figures 8 to 10 were plotted in far-field pressure-ratio and distanceratio parameters. In this parametric format, trends in the shapes of the pressure signatures to
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become “N-wave” shapes could be easily seen, and in the far-field, “N-wave” pressure
signatures would be identical at all large separation distances.
On the Model C pressure signatures, as on the Mach 2 model pressure signatures, all the
measured shocks were rounded instead of being abrupt jumps due to model vibration, finite
orifice size, and probe boundary layer. These effects were discussed in reference 4.
Disturbances from the model nose were due mostly to volume effects. These effects produced
a nose shock with about the same strength in the first signature peak at CL = 0.0 as at CL = 0.10.
The wing lift effects appeared mainly as the second peak on pressure signatures at the three
separation distances when CL = 0.10, even though a small amount of lift was generated by the
circular cross section forebody. At both CL = 0.0 and 0.10, these pressure signatures were
interesting because their near-field shape characteristics (none of them had a far-field N-wave
shape) extend from distance ratios of h/b = 26.0 to h/b = 104.2. This unforeseen but fortuitous
characteristic was noted in the reference 29 report of a study done almost ten years before the
introduction of the Seebass and George minimization theory of reference 3.
Another way to determine the trend toward far-field characteristics for pressure signatures is
to plot “impulse” versus separation distance or separation/span ratio. Measured, or experimental,
pressure signature “impulse” can be defined as:
I EXP = Measured Impulse =

∫

∆p  x 
d 
p  l  maximum

(1)

The theoretical value of the impulse is expressed as:
I THEORY = Theoretical Impulse = γ

M2
2β

l
h

∫

F( y )  y 
d 
l  l  maximum

(2)

and is calculated from the concept’s or model’s volume and lift distributions. It can be seen from
equation (2) that
I THEORY

h γM 2
=
l
2β

∫

F( y )  y 
d 
= constant
l  l  maximum

(3)

which, in some ways, is a more convenient form of equation (2). This equation is useful for
comparisons of the impulse derived from measured and predicted pressure signatures, or from
measured pressure signatures and the model’s or concept’s F-function.
When the measured impulse values of the Model C pressure signatures at CL = 0.10 were
compared with the theoretical values for a CL = 0.10, a poor agreement was found. Changing the
lift coefficient from CL = 0.10 to CL = 0.133 and recalculating the F-function of the model with
the new lift distribution brought the measured and predicted values into closer agreement. This
comparison of measured and theoretical impulse values was done with equation (3) for the two
values of the lift coefficient, and is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11. Comparison of measured and theoretical values of impulse with CL = 0.10 and 0.133.

These results strongly suggested that Model C pressure signatures were really measured at
C L = 0.133 rather than at CL = 0.10. So, the pressure signature in figure 10, measured at
h/b = 104.2 and a CL value of 0.10, was compared with pressure signatures predicted with
Whitham Theory methods at h/b = 104.2 and CL values of 0.10 and 0.133. This comparison is
shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Measured and predicted Model C pressure signatures. M = 2.01 and h/b = 104.2. Signatures were
predicted at CL = 0.10 and 0.133, L = 4.0 inches.
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A much better agreement between the measured and the predicted pressure signatures was
achieved with the model at a CL = 0.133 rather than at CL = 0.10, the text value of reference 29.
This result was in agreement with the conclusion reached after the comparison of measured and
theoretical values of pressure signature impulse shown in figure 11. A CL = 0.10 would be
obtained with the model at an angle of attack of 2.64 degrees, while a value of CL = 0.133 would
be obtained at 3.50 degrees. The difference in CL values was attributed to the difficulty in accurately setting the angle of attack of the small model by hands-on bending of the sting, and to
small flexures along the sting when the model was at lift conditions (see reference 22).
Increasing the lift on a model or a concept usually enhances tendencies for a low-boomshaped pressure signature, or a pressure signature with near-field features, to change abruptly to
an N-wave pressure signature. This shape instability, i.e. likelihood for an abrupt change from a
low-boom shaped (or a quasi-low-boom shaped) to an N-wave pressure signature, was not
observed in the Model C measured or predicted pressure signatures. So, it was concluded from
an analysis of data in figures 8 to 10 and 12, that pressure signatures generated by Model C
would not degenerate into N-waves until separation distance/span ratios much greater than 104.2
were reached. The most probable reason for this fortuitous circumstance was that the volume and
lift distribution in the Model C geometry was very close to, but not exactly the same as, a lowboom equivalent area distribution.

Results
Although the geometry of Model C had not been designed with low-boom minimization
methods, nor had its geometry been tailored to generate low-boom pressure signatures, the
pressure signature data suggested that such designing and tailoring had fortuitously been done.
The pressure signatures generated at a CL = 0.10 showed noticeable shape-persistence
characteristics, i.e. the shape of the pressure signature at h/b = 26.0 looked very much like the
pressure signature at h/b = 104.2 when both pressure signatures were plotted in far-field
parametric form. Although the “hint” of a small shock was observed between the nose shock and
the expansion to the tail shock, the pressure signature measured at the farthest model-survey
probe separation distance, h/b = 104.2, had a positive-pressure top that appeared to have
tendencies toward becoming almost “flat topped” in appearance.
The Mach 2 wind-tunnel model, without nacelles, had pressure signatures with several small
shocks along the positive-pressure part of the signature. As the separation distance increased
from 6.0 to 28.0 inches, these small shocks gradually dissipated without moving forward to
coalesce with the nose shock, leaving the positive part virtually “flat topped” in shape. This
asymptotic trend toward becoming and remaining flat-topped was very similar to the trend
toward retaining non-N-wave characteristics seen on Model C pressure signatures measured at
h/b = 26.0 to 104.2. Pressure signature shape “freezing” was predicted to occur on the Mach 2
Concept ground pressure signature under the flight path at start of cruise, and the wind-tunnel
data from these two models strongly suggested that these effects might be realized in real
atmosphere propagation.
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Concluding Remarks
The Mach 2 wind-tunnel model, with nacelles off, and the Model C wind-tunnel model were
simple wing-fuselage configurations with very similar planform shapes. Measured pressure
signatures from both models had identifiable signature persistence trends with increasing
separation distance below the flight path. The Model C wind-tunnel data at h/b = 26.0, 52.1, and
104.2, and the results of the model’s sonic-boom analysis lead to the conclusion that the pressure
signature shape of Model C would persist from cruise altitude to the ground if Model C were to
be scaled up to a full-sized supersonic-cruise concept. Since the Model C planform and
configuration geometry had shown strong pressure signature persistence characteristics, and the
geometry of the Mach 2 model (and concept) was so similar, it was concluded that the pressure
signature shapes of the Mach 2 concept and model would also retain their low-boom
characteristics from h/b = 4.375 to h/b = 104.2, and then to the ground. Thus, it was concluded
that these observations could be generalized to predict a low-boom signature generated by a
suitably-tailored wing-fuselage configuration would persist from cruise altitude to the ground
once it had been established in the atmosphere above 36,000 feet.
The analysis in this paper, as well as the report that described and discussed the Model C
wind-tunnel data, demonstrated that small wind-tunnel models could still be useful in sonic
boom research. However, the goals of the experiment that employed such small models had to be
limited in scope, e.g. the determination of shape evolution, attenuation, and persistence, the
effect of wing planform on pressure signature shape, or the effects of engine nacelles and/or
nacelle shapes on the flow field.
Although the results of this study demonstrated that the wind-tunnel model’s small size was
not a serious detriment to obtaining meaningful sonic-boom data in the wind tunnel, they could
not be construed as a blanket endorsement of very small models or as an endorsement for the use
of small models for out-of-plane-of-symmetry measurements of overpressures. There will always
be a need for increased model size when the effects of the vehicle’s components, such as the
engine nacelles, on the flow-field of a complete configuration must be studied. As long as the
goals of the test are limited to simple identifiable characteristics, then the possibility of using
models in the range of three to five inches in length should be considered.
It should be noted, however, that these test results indicate only that, with properly-configured
small models, low-boom pressure signature shapes will show persistence characteristics in windtunnel test sections and in non-turbulent, calm, standard atmospheres. They do not and cannot
predict shape persistence for pressure signatures that pass through an atmosphere filled with
turbulence, wind shear, and temperature gradients; common features usually found in the layer of
air 3000 to 5000 feet above the ground. The characteristics of this “last mile” of atmosphere
were studied over forty years ago with the intention of simulating them in the wind tunnel. No
practical method for fully achieving this simulation was ever found, so including these effects
are outside the scope of this paper. These areas of unresolved and unanswered questions
resurrected and reinforced the conclusion that the measurements of these real atmospheric effects
would probably have to be made with a full-scale low-boom-configured aircraft making a large
number of flights over extensive microphone arrays, or having an instrumented aircraft make
multiple passes back and forth through the flow field around such a research aircraft.
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Appendix A
Mach 2 Low-Boom Concept Design Data
The Mach 2 concept was designed to validate low-boom analysis and design methodology
that had been developed prior to the close of the supersonic-cruise aircraft research programs. It
was designed to generate ground-level overpressures of about 1.0 psf while cruising at its design
Mach number and cruise altitude. No attempts were made to size the concepts for enhanced
mission performance or minimum weight. The beginning-cruise weight, used to calculate sonic
boom, was estimated from previous high-technology concepts. Wing planform shapes, areas,
spans, and dihedrals were selected primarily to match the concept’s equivalent area distribution
to a Seebass and George low-boom equivalent area distribution. Features that reduced both sonic
boom and aerodynamic drag were kept; those that increased sonic-boom overpressures were
bypassed even though they may have reduced aerodynamic drag or empty weight. Therefore, no
gross take-off weights, empty weights, fuel weights, etc. are listed in the data below, because
they are the results of sizing and shaping the configuration for minimum weight and maximum
mission performance.

Mach 2 Concept
Span, b , ft

160.0

Length, l , ft

313.0

Wing Lift Length, ft

300.0

Wing Area, S, ft2

15,055.0

Aspect Ratio, b2/S

1.70

Beginning Cruise Altitude, h , ft

55,000.0

Beginning Cruise Weight, lb

550,000.0

Cruise Mach Number, M

2.0

Cruise CL

0.06803

Number Of Engines

4

Ground-Level Shock Overpressure, psf

1.0

Type Of Low-Boom Signature Shape, reference 3
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“Flat-Top”

Appendix B
Model C Design Data and Dimensions
The Model C wind-tunnel model was one of three wing-body models used to determine the
effects of wing position on the sonic-boom overpressures of a wing-body configuration in
supersonic-cruise flight, reference 29. Basic wing and fuselage shapes were the same for all three
models, but the wings were placed in three locations. On Model A, the wind apex was almost,
but not quite, coincident with the fuselage nose. For Model B, the wing was positioned aft of the
nose, about half way along the overall length of the fuselage. On Model C, the model described
in this report along with a sample of its pressure signatures, the wing trailing edge was
coincident with the aft end of the wind-tunnel model and with the front edge of the model sting.

Model C
Span, b , ft

0.48

Overall Length, l, in

1.00

Wind-Tunnel Model Length, L , in

0.85

Wing Area, S, in2

0.09977

2

2.3

Circular Airfoil Thickness Ratio

0.048

Test Mach Number, M

2.01

Leading-Edge Sweep Angle, deg

60.0

Aspect Ratio, b /S

Test CL values

0.0, 0.10, 0.20
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